
2021 ADELAIDE HILLS ALCAZAR CASTLE PINOT NOIR
Heirloom Vineyards was conceived in vintage 2000, when a young winemaking 
student caught the eye of a silly old wine judge. A love story ensued inspired 
by two vows: To preserve the best of tradition, the old world of wine and 
our unique old vineyards and to champion the best clones of each variety 
planted in the most appropriate sites embracing the principals of organic 
and biodynamic farming. Seven long vintages of trial and error passed before 
Heirloom Vineyards could make a wine that was fine enough to pass on to 
future generations. That is this wine.
This Heirloom Vineyards Private Selection Pinot Noir was produced from 
our best Adelaide Hills Vineyard in Charleston whose clones and viticulture 
embody the very best in cutting edge but old school viticulture and 
winemaking. Hand tended vines, sorted bunch by bunch, naturally open 
fermented, 50% whole bunch grapes, basket-pressed and stored in well 
seasoned and 50% first use French oak barriques from bespoke coopers for 
9 months.

OUR WINE NOTES 
Pinot Noir can be a simple sip or a symphony of the senses, a moment of 
pleasure or an eternity of contemplation. Only the poet can know, so stop 
thinking and surrender.

COLOUR
Mid-red to brick-red, magenta and purple. Frank. 

AROMA
Deep heady dark berry aromatics, as if reduced or concentrated. Roses, briar, 
tar, violets, musk, all-spice, cardamon, and then the just-whiff of hidden oak’s 
toast and spice. Aromatics and bouquet combine to beguile and to second-
guess your guests. As they should always be.

PALATE
An acid line that rises at palate’s end, alongside - all the while - running a 
soft yet determined and rounded tannin train, tracking above and below the 
tight, dark, berry flavours. Berries black, berries rasp, berries mul, and berries 
cherry-berry, if such a berry could exist. Like a unicorn. The overarching 
flavour is savouriness; dark fruits abound, but this is also an open, clearly 
textured red wine. All at once there is an opaque mouthfeel but then a 
mouthful of berries and pinot tannins. It keeps taking you back to the glass.

OVERALL 
A velvet crush, a tannic plush, an acid high - but dressed only as pinot noir 
can. A pinot noir that has no regard for where you are from or who you came 
with or what you know. It simply stands before you, aloof, saying “drink me, 
and be changed.” It also does the ordering: “Peking Duck with some tofu and 
green beans in black bean sauce.”

Alcohol 13.5% (8 Standard Drinks), pH 3.55, TA 6.3g/L, RS 0.4g/L
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